
A LIFE UPSIDE DOWN

Chapter: 651
“His name is Lin Ziming, a friend of my grandfather’s.” Ouyang Yanran
explained faintly, she frowned slightly, not satisfied with Lai Binbai’s
attitude, obviously just because she didn’t trust her.
Laibinbai immediately expressed doubts, “Your grandfather’s friend?
Impossible, I think this man is less than 30 years old, right?”
Ouyang Yanran frowned further, and said dissatisfiedly: “Lai Binbai, what
are you trying to say, do you believe me? I explained to you. I am very
innocent with him, not what you think. !”
Because of Ouyang Yanran’s attitude, Lai Binbai was also annoyed. He
snorted heavily and said, “Hoho, it’s not what I imagined? Then you have to
talk about it, what do I imagine? Ouyang Yanran, we have been together for
three years, you at most let me hold hands, other than that, there is no close
relationship! And you just hugged him with him, your breasts Coming down
on him…”
Snap!
Ouyang Yanran slapped Laibinbai’s face, “Lai Binbai, you disappointed me
too much! I have been with you for three years, don’t you know what kind
of person I am? Now it’s because of just now. You don’t believe me
anymore?”
Libinbai received this slap, his face became more gloomy, and the corners
of his mouth were constantly twitching.
For so many years, Ouyang Yanran has never let him touch him. He has
long been resentful with Ouyang Yanran. Now it is obvious that Ouyang
Yanran behaved close to other men and betrayed him. Instead, the wicked
complained and slapped him!
Anyway, he is also the school grass in the university. There are no less than
hundreds of women who pursue him. As long as he hooks his fingers
casually, he doesn’t know how many women will lie down, begging him to
pamper him!
Ouyang Yanran was a little frightened when she saw Lai Binbai’s
expression. She quickly distanced herself from Lai Binbai and said
vigilantly: “Lai Binbai, what do you want to do! I warn you, don’t mess
around.”
Laibinbai was very angry. If it were for another woman, he would have long
since slapped it and declared that he had broken up. But this person is
Ouyang Yanran, the daughter of the Ouyang family, rich and powerful, and
looks so beautiful, he is really reluctant to score. So he was very angry now,
so he had to swallow it alive, thinking in his heart that when Ouyang Yanran
was taken down in the future, he must retaliate fiercely in bed!
So he took a deep breath, showed an apologetic smile, slapped himself, and
sincerely apologized: “Yan Ran, I’m sorry, it’s my fault. I care about you
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too much. I see you with other men in my heart. It’s like a needle stick, so I
misunderstood you. I hope you can forgive me, can you?”
Ouyang Yanran’s heart softened immediately. She had been in love with Lai
Binbai for so long, and she still had a lot of affection for Lai Binbai. Her
tone of voice was also relaxed a lot, and she said, “Well, I was also
impulsive just now. Sorry for a slap in the face. But Lin Ziming and I are
innocent. You can rest assured about this.”
Laibinbai smiled, nodded and said, “Well, I believe you, we won’t fight
anymore, okay?”
“Great.”
Laibinbai said softly: “Your foot is injured. I’ll send you to the hospital for
treatment.”
Ouyang Yanran nodded and agreed. She felt much warmer in her heart. Li
Binbai still believed her, indicating that the love between them was very
strong and could stand the test.
It’s just that she hadn’t noticed that when Laibinbai lowered his head, strong
yin and anger flashed in his eyes…
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